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The MODERN project
In its recent Europe 2020 strategy, the European Commission emphasised the need to enhance the
performance and international attractiveness of Europe’s higher education institutions. European higher education institutions need to modernise their governance and train their leaders to operate in increasingly complex sets of interactions at the institutional, regional, national and European level. European policies call for universities to play a strong role in the Lisbon Agenda and in making Europe a
strong knowledge-based economy. Although the need to train university leaders is so obvious, the
supply of management support to higher education institutions, their leaders and managers is highly
fragmented in Europe.
The MODERN project, European Platform Higher Education Modernisation (www.highereducationmanagement.eu), is creating an open platform as a key instrument for innovation, state-of-the-art knowledge, dissemination of good practice and joint action on university leadership, governance and management for the professionalisation of the sector. MODERN contributes to raising awareness in
European higher education institutions on the strong need to invest in people, to support potential
leaders, and to encourage management training at all levels (junior and senior, academic and administrative staff), with as background the aim to ensure their competitiveness to respond to external
challenges.
Under the leadership of ESMU, the European Centre for Strategic Management of Universities, MODERN
is a consortium of 10 core and 29 associate partners joining forces through a Structural Network under
the EU Lifelong Learning Programme (ERASMUS). All project partners are institutions and associations
active in the field of higher education management.
During the three years of the project (2008-2011), MODERN will map the supply of management development programmes and its adequacy to the demand, leading to the creation of a European portfolio
of the provision of short and long term training programmes in higher education institutions and European associations.
The present report is the fourth in a series of five thematic reports which are published on key issues
related to current priorities in higher education management: governance, funding, internationalisation and quality assurance, regional innovation, and knowledge transfer. All five reports are produced
for each MODERN conference on the respective theme. This fourth report provides an overview of the
state-of-the-art of university engagement and regional innovation. The report was written by Paul Benneworth, CHEPS, Center for Higher Education Policies, University of Twente, MODERN project partner.
The MODERN project does further respond to the need for training in higher education by conducting
a series of peer learning activities. These serve as pilot initiatives to develop new offers for both
higher education institutions and their individual leaders.
I would like to thank all our partners in the MODERN project for their valuable contributions in developing our European platform. It is with their strong support and significant expertise that we are together, during the three years of the project, building a powerful tool to support the modernisation
agenda and the further professionalisation of higher education in Europe.

Frans van Vught
ESMU President
MODERN project leader
15 September 2010
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1. Introduction
1.1 Universities, the societal compact and regional
engagement
The European higher education sector is already a decade into a fundamental process of reform, seeking to make
universities and higher education an essential component of a competitive, sustainable and equitable Europe.
The main elements of this wider reform process have involved harmonising and modernising funding, curricula
and governance procedures for higher education institutions (HEIs) across Europe. The emphasis on these reforms has been in rewarding success.
Along with direct challenges has come increasing pressure on universities to meet societal needs. As societal
demands become more complex, there are many other ways besides teaching and research by which universities
can contribute to society. As early as 1982, CERI (1982) identified five mechanisms by which universities were
working ‘for’ society, making facilities available, identifying community problems, researching societal issues,
working for commissions from community groups and delivering services (such as health or education) in those
communities. Allen (1989) highlights four areas, supporting knowledge creation, the arts, lifelong learning and
the built environment as distinct areas where universities are already active.
At the same time, despite a range of predictions that the rise of the globalised knowledge society would see the
‘death of distance’, the reverse has been the case. Some knowledge is easily transmitted, but knowledge embedded in people is much ‘stickier’ in particular places. The places that can draw on the tacit knowledge of those
most informed people are seeing themselves rise up the league tables of economic success and social cohesion.
Universities’ contributions to this ‘sticky knowledge’ in people and this pressure lie behind increasing pressures
on universities to contribute to their regional economies.
But universities are educational institutions, not welfare organisations, raising the question of how far should
this ‘third mission’ should shape university priorities. Although universities have long been understood to have
a ‘societal compact’, (special privileges and funding in return for meeting societal needs), this compact is evolving rapidly in the context of this wider reform process. Universities must rethink both their traditional tasks of
teaching and research, but also potential other tasks. It is to this balancing act that this report is devoted.

1.2 The changing societal landscape for higher education
Since CERI and Allen were writing in the 1980s, a new kind of regional role for universities has emerged (OECD,
2007). Governments at the European, national and regional scales have come to recognise that universities have
long made a contribution to their regional economies. Universities are ‘people businesses’, and the people
associated with universities become a resource for their regional economies. Even where universities have tried
to ban societal interaction, as Johns Hopkins did in the 1930s, it has proven impossible to prevent university
knowledge spilling into its immediate environs (Feldman & Desrochers, 2001). The ‘regional mission’ for universities is nothing new and certainly nothing of which to be afraid.
What has changed is the increased emphasis which governments are placing on this regional mission (OECD,
2007). In some countries such as Finland, universities have an explicit regional mission. In other countries, such
as England, there are explicit funding streams promoting regional engagement. In a third group, such as the
Netherlands, universities have become key partners in regional innovation partnerships funding university and
industrial research to drive economic development. Demonstrating regional engagement is, in short, an increasingly important element of the way universities are able to demonstrate societal added value and their fulfilment
of the ‘societal compact’.
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Universities have thus become drawn to regional innovation as they have come to terms with their new regional
role. Innovation is underpinned by good relationships between people who exchange knowledge in developing
new artefacts. And people undoubtedly find it easier to build these strong relationships to other people which
they are in some way close to. This closeness, what economic geographers term ‘proximity’ may come through
being geographically close, culturally close, or within the same corporate or career networks. As regions are
places where people naturally build up contact networks in the course of their everyday lives, regions ‘matter’
for innovation. Universities have become involved in various different ways with these knowledge exchange
networks and hence involved as players in the ‘regional innovation game’.
But there is of course a tension for universities in engaging in regional innovation, catching universities on the
horns of a dilemma. Universities have a set of core missions, primarily teaching and research, and no amount of
excellent engagement can make up for deficiencies in these areas. Too much engagement can distract staff and
students from core activities leading to poor performance. But too little engagement can likewise leave universities unpopular and without support for their public funding.
The key question for universities is how to manage these two processes in parallel, to create synergies between
teaching and research (the ‘core’ missions) and regional innovation (the ‘third’ mission). Effective synergies may
bring new resources and knowledge into the university and strengthen their roles as key knowledge institutions.
There are other kinds of actors which universities encounter in regions connected into their own global networks,
who can strengthen universities’ own efforts to create excellent teaching and research. The challenge for effective university regional innovation is in finding ways to ensure that innovation strengthens rather than undermines these core missions.
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2. The irresistible rise of the regional
mission
The idea of a regional mission for higher education is now widely accepted as part of the ‘third mission’
alongside the key university businesses of teaching and research. But this is by no means an exclusively
contemporary phenomenon. Part of what makes universities special is that they are universal, global institutions located in and contributing to particular places. Local contributions help explain why the institution of
university has thrived in recent centuries over the last centuries.
Research into the regional impacts of universities is a more recent phenomenon, and has pointed to three
kinds of contributions made by universities to their host regions, direct economic impacts, indirect service
provision, and upgrading the quality of local economies and political systems. But although universities’
contributions can be better managed, the question is raised of who bears the costs for promoting universityregional engagement. Answering that question requires a better understanding of the mechanisms by which
universities contribute to and engage with their regional economies, the subject of Chapter 3.

2.1 Regional engagement as part of university-society
compacts
Universities are by their nature societal institutions but their relationship with society is ambiguous. It is that ambiguity which endows universities with a unique value that other kinds of institutions do not possess (Baumunt,
1997). Universities embody two competing ideas which are often represented as a tension between the abstract
and the practical, between the universal and the particular or between the excellent and the useful (Allen, 1988).
Where universities have historically been useful to society, then they have thrived: when they have not, then
they have tended to wither and lead to the creation of new kinds of institution such as the French Grandes Ecoles
(Phillipson, 1974; 1988). The relationship between universities and their host societies, and the duties that this
places on universities is often referred to as the societal compact (Barnett, 2003).
The societal compact has changed in the post war period because of the huge growth in public funding of universities (Delanty, 2002). On the one hand, it is clear that universities evolution is driven by the emerging ‘knowledge
society’ - a topic dealt with more fully in the following chapter. The increased size of the higher education sector as
well as the more urgent demands for university knowledge places an enhanced imperative on universities responding to regional needs.
But on the other hand, many universities were created to have specific societal impacts and indeed to benefit
their regions (Goddard, 2009). So it is important not to portray the rise of the regional mission as something alien
to universities: rather it is a potentiality which was built into universities from their historical background, which
was downplayed in the 1970s with the rise of the ‘democratic mass university’, but whose reactivation and reanimation may secure universities’ special societal function into the future.
Bender (1988) makes the obvious yet subtle point that universities are often urban institutions and indeed have
the same dynamics and rationales as early cities. Cities were created as institutional forms which gave their
‘burghers’ (citizens) particular freedoms from direct feudal control (such as serfdom or peasantry) to facilitate
trade. This trade in turn generated more wealth for feudal lords than possible under feudal agriculture. Cities
were ‘spaces of freedom’ where people gathered from across a wide hinterland to trade, exchange and behave
creatively and entrepreneurially (Hobbs, 1991). Universities’ origins were historically very similar, communities of
individuals freed from commercial pressures to transmit abstract knowledge by teaching onto students. These
students then fulfilled vital roles within this emerging mercantile society (such as council members, tax officers,
or market governors) (Shils, 1988; Hyde, 1988; Biggar, 2010).
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Many universities were created with a specifically regional mission: not necessarily to ‘boost’ their host region,
but a mission to have a particular impact on that region. The historic origins of the university for these regional
and societal purposes are in many cases still evident in the built form of those universities. The University of
Leuven (Louvain) was created by Flemish wool merchants in the 15th century to act as a beacon for Flemish
culture and to stimulate regional innovation (Tobback, 2009).
Picture 1 The Leuven University library’s Golden Age architectural style

Leiden University was established in the Netherlands in the late 16th century as part of the resistance in the Free
Netherlands to Spanish occupation, following the fall of Antwerp (Arbo & Benneworth, 2007). The University of
Lund was created in the 17th century by the Swedish Crown to establish Swedish elite culture in formerly Danish
southern provinces recovered following the 1660 Treaty of Roskilde (Benneworth et al., 2009). These were all
universities created with specific regional or provincial missions - albeit in some cases serving higher national
missions. It is perhaps interesting to note that these three universities are some of the highest ranking European
universities in that most contemporary invention, the league table, highlighting the point that regional purpose
for universities need not necessarily come at the expense of excellence (In Times Higher 2010 Rankings, Lund is
ranked 89, Leuven 119 and Leiden 124).
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Picture 2 The University of Lund

The Industrial Revolution provided a further impulse to the higher education’s regional mission. Although the
idea of the Humboldtian University is often cited as the archetypal university form of this era (Flexner, 1930),
serving national economic interests, it is important not to downplay the local and regional dimensions underlying
new universities created in this era (McLelland, 1988; Elton, 2008). Even in Germany, the regional impacts of
universities were implicitly acknowledged by a long standing tacit agreement not to create a university or HEIs
in Germany’s leading heavy industrial region, the Ruhrgebeid (Hennings & Kunzmann, 1993). This arose out of a
fear that providing higher education would reduce the workforce available for heavy industry. It was not until the
beginning of the decline of carboniferous capitalism in the Ruhr, in 1965, that it received its first university.
In England, the colleges which went to form the university of London were specifically created by industrialists
dissatisfied with Oxford and Cambridge Universities as source of new innovators and engineers (Charles & Benneworth, 2001a). As early as 1831, there were calls in the North East of England for a new university to support
the mining, steel and marine technology sectors, arguing that universities in London, some 450km away, were
too remote to create the necessary highly educated class to sustain industrialisation (Greenhow, 1831). In the
1890s a new wave of large urban universities were created in Manchester, Leeds, Liverpool and Birmingham,
strongly supported by local entrepreneurs and public subscriptions (Dobrée, 1943; Halsey, 1996). In 1912, C. B.
Fawcett, in making his proposals for a new provincial structure for England, argued that excellent civic universities - closely related to local industry but also undertaking high quality higher education - were one distinguishing characteristics of his proposed provinces.
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Picture 3 The famous ‘red-brick’ of Liverpool University’s engineering laboratories

In America, although the Land Grant universities are often likened to Humboldtian institutions, their creation
made them far more regional in their nature than the nationally focused German universities (Etzkowitz, 2008).
Being directly funded by their States, entitled those State Legislatures to place demands on those universities.
Some created extension services to help diffuse new technologies and techniques into agriculture and industry,
promoting national competitiveness by supporting firms regionally (Greenwood, 2007). That regional mission
remains important to those institutions today, recently reaffirmed by the Kellogg Commission into the future of
the Land Grant universities in America, despite the fact that the Land Grant sector are often leading, world-class
universities in their own right (2000). MIT, ranked 2 in the THE rankings, is a private land-grant university, and
University of California, Berkley ranks 8).

2.2 Research into university-regional engagement:
three waves
Although there has long been a recognition of universities’ regional impacts, research into those impacts only
took off in the 1970s. It is possible to distinguish this research into three waves, each of which have a slightly
different emphasis. In the first wave, effort was placed into calculating universities’ direct economic impacts
using econometric methodologies. The second wave extended this beyond purely economic impacts by surveying
other kinds of impacts. The third wave focused on universities involvement in various regional economic development
processes. It is from this third wave of research that the interest in regional innovation has arisen, as a in increasingly important regional development process.
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The direct economic impact of universities
The first wave of research into universities’ regional impacts emerged in the late 1960s and early 1970s, and must be
seen against two backdrops. The first is the quantitative revolution in the social sciences, in which an increasing
number of numerical analytic techniques were adopted into disciplines such as economics and geography, placing a
premium on the enumerability of research and its findings. The second was the wave of expansion taking place in
higher education in the 1960s which had been in many countries justified in terms of an economic imperative.
Cooke (1970) and Brownrigg (1973) exemplify these approaches, using relatively simple approaches, treating the
university as a business and looking at the economic activity which emerges in the region as a consequence of
the presence of that university. These approaches basically attribute universities’ economic impacts to three
main elements, the direct purchasing of supplies by the university, the jobs emerging from the staff salary and
student living expenditure in the region, and then the additional economic activity induced by that additional
expenditure in the regional supply chain. These techniques were refined in the course of the 1980s and 1990s
(cf. Florax, 1992; McNicoll, 1995), with the growing sophistication of econometric modelling encompassing techniques such as computable generable equilibrium models and social accounting matrices (McGregor et al., 2009).

Universities’ wider regional development impacts
The second wave of research into universities’ regional impacts focused on gauging the wider set of activities by
which universities generated impacts. A groundbreaking report in this regard came from the OECD’s Centre for
Educational Research and Innovation (CERI) in 1982. This report made two useful distinctions; the first was in
distinguishing business and community impacts, arguing that total impact was at least the sum of those two.
The second was in saying that universities have to choose their own targets for engagement, with following one
of three rationales. This engagement rationale could be target audiences (e.g. farmers for agricultural universities), missions (e.g. emancipation of particular groups as in the Antigonish University, Canada or the Free University, Amsterdam), or a particular locality or territory. This highlights regional engagement’s role of one of three
ways of upholding the necessary societal compact.
Following the CERI report, much research sought to set out all the different kinds of universities’ regional impacts. Much work was undertaken in the UK, for example by the Committee of Vice Chancellors and Principals
who in 1994 published their Universities and Communities report (Goddard et al., 1994). As well as systematically reviewing the first wave evidence, this also set out some key dimensions of universities impacts: the provision of health services, sporting and cultural services, technology transfer, volunteering, school reach-out work
and continuing education. This regional dimension was taken forward in the subsequent Dearing Review of
Higher Education, which recommended creating a regional stream of funding in the UK, what became the current
Higher Education Innovation Fund (HEIF).

From universities’ activities to influencing regional development processes
The difference between the second and third waves of literature was that whilst the second wave regarded universities’ regional impacts as involving service provision, the third wave dealt with universities’ transformational impacts on regional economies (Cochrane et al. 2009). Gunasekara noted that this was what he termed a
‘generative’ impact, offering a service which acted as an input to regional development activities. Gunasekara
(2006a; 2006b; 2006c) contended that an arguably more valuable contribution which universities could make to
regions was in upgrading the quality of demand. Jaffe (1989) noted a positive correlation between university
activity and rates of investment in R&D amongst local businesses, and this is illustrative of universities’ transformative, rather than direct, impacts.
In practical terms, rather than focusing purely on training engineers for medium technology businesses already
present in the region, universities could help to create higher value added sectors and upgrade those existing
sectors to be higher value-added (Doutriaux, 2008). Of course, this in turn meant that university regional impact
was dependent on two other variables, firstly the nature of the region within which the university was located,
and secondly, the fit and history of co-operation between the university and regional actors (Fontes & Coombs,
2001; Boucher et al., 2003). Where the second and third waves came together was in a recognition that there
were a range of areas - not just economic - where universities could upgrade regions, including in terms of the
quality of governance and decision-making (Goddard et al., 2007).
14 • University engagement and regional innovation

The relation of the theory and practice of university-regional engagement
It is perhaps slightly unfair to characterise these different approaches as different waves of literature, although
their emergence was certainly sequential, with each providing the basis for the successor approach. What it is
true to say is that in understanding regional impacts there are different lenses which can be taken to understand
that activity. Universities do create economic impacts as other kinds of businesses through their expenditure
effects; they also generate an array of services that may or may not otherwise be available within the regions,
and they do help to upgrade regions and help them proceed along Phil Cooke termed (1995) the ‘high road of
regional development’ in contrast to the ‘race to the bottom’. But there is an entirely separate question which
emerges here of how much effort universities should place into maximising these benefits for the region.
It must be recognised on the one hand that the second wave of literature provided the foundation for the third
wave. At the same time it provided a good framework to persuade policy-makers to take universities’ regional
engagement more seriously. HEIF (qv) provided the rationale for the annual Higher Education Business and
Community Impact Survey (HEBCIS) which provides detailed breakdowns of universities’ regional impacts. That
also laid the groundwork for the Higher Education Funding Council for England’s support for a set of regional
reports on English higher education (Charles & Benneworth, 2001), which in turn informed the OECD in developing
their Universities and Regional Development (Goddard & Chatterton, 1999a; 1999b) programme as part of their
Institutional Management of HE programme (cf. Arbo & Benneworth, 2007).

2.3 Understanding the university-regional dynamic
The question for universities is why engage with regional actors beyond that which occurs naturally as a consequence of the institutional profile and existing relationships. Certain kinds of study which lead directly to vocations, typically involve placements and practical elements which create natural links between universities and
their localities through their students. This is as true for the most academically demanding disciplines such as
medicine and law as it is for more technological and engineering oriented subjects. But in thinking ‘regional
impact beyond the unintentional’ the question of the rationale for that engagement must be addressed. In short,
why would a university want to pay attention to the issue of regional engagement, given that that engagement’s
localness and practicality is potentially contrary to universality and abstraction which characterises university
activities?
In some cases, universities are held accountable for the way that they produce regional impacts. In Finland, for
example, the government has stated that “Finland’s welfare and international competitiveness rests on the
international innovativeness and vitality of the regions, which is promoted by a regionally comprehensive provision
of research and teaching” (OECD, 2007, p.113). In both Australia and Norway, waves of HEIs have been created
specifically to ensure comprehensive higher education provision across the remoter parts of their respective
national territories (Rutten et al., 2003). Australia’s 2007 Bradley review recommended the creation of a single
national university for Australia’s regional (remote rural) areas (Gilmour, 2009).
But in other cases, it is not so clear as to why universities would choose to engage with their regions (Levin,
2007). The regional dimension does clearly suffer from being seen as a second tier of activity, either as second
class rather than world-class or as an added extra undertaken out of a sense of corporate responsibility rather
than enthusiasm or interest (Brink, 2007). With universities facing pressures from increasing numbers of external
partners or stakeholders, they must make conscious, strategic decisions over to which pressures and demands
they will react (Jongbloed et al., 2007). Where there are not key stakeholders such as governments (as in Finland,
Norway and Australia) who make the regional dimension important, the question is whether universities can
meaningfully engage beyond this ‘natural’ level of regional engagement.
Perhaps more to ask is under what conditions regional partners can become universities’ key stakeholders.
Firstly, regions are already important stakeholders for some kinds of HEIs, notably teaching-led institutions such
as Fachhochschulen and Universities of Applied Science. Secondly, some kinds of regions stimulate their universities, posing interesting questions and creating a productive symbiotic relationship, such as in Silicon Valley or
Route 128 in America (Saxenian, 1994). Thirdly, in some case universities and regions (regional partners) have a
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long history of working together. Finally, there can be situations where universities are legally mandated or encouraged to work with their regional partners.
All these situations are examples of regional engagement fulfilling universities’ societal responsibilities, fits with
existing institutional cultures and structures whilst creating funding opportunities. In short, there are many kinds
of situation where regional engagement can help bring resources into universities which support core university
activities.
Harloe & Perry (2008) have pointed to the rise of urban science policy, urban and regional authorities investing
in universities partly driven by the promise that investments stimulate urban competitiveness. But having a
strong university with an international reputation is also seen as an important element of what it means to be
a ‘global city’ (Benneworth et al., 2010). The rationale has emerged that universities provide something attractive
that brings other kinds of actors to these cities - consultants, industrial scientists, financiers and technologists
as well as students and world class researchers. This has the effect of strengthening those cities, with the universities contributing to a more general sense that those places are the ‘place to be’ to be involved with particular technological areas (Gertler, 1995).
The image of universities as hubs attracting ‘world citizens’ to regions is alluring: Florida (2002) argues that place
competitiveness is driven by their attractiveness to key workers, the “creative classes”. Creative classes have a
preference for working where they feel comfortable, where there is a stimulating working environment and where
there are career opportunities for themselves and their families, his so-called ‘3 Ts’ of talent attraction, technology
and tolerance. It is intuitively attractive to see universities as a key part of a talent attraction strategy, although
in practice getting involved with localities can be a fraught process for universities (Benneworth et al., 2010).
For universities seeking to fulfil the societal compact through the ‘regional’ channel (cf. CERI, 1982), then some
important questions exist:
• How can regional engagement align with regional partners’ interests, goals, strategies and resources of regional partners?
• How can this lead them to wish to invest in universities’ research, technology transfer, knowledge exchange
and student placement activities?
• Where is the two-way mutual benefit in universities interacting with their environments, so that stronger universities emerge in tandem with stronger places?
To understand these questions, it is necessary to look more closely at how places develop economically in the
contemporary context of the knowledge society. That leads to regional innovation as a lead driver of territorial
economic development, and provides a solid basis for understanding from where the mutual benefits can emerge
in university-regional engagement.
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3.	From a regional mission towards
regional innovation
In recent decades, knowledge and innovation have become increasingly important to economic success. Innovation - the development of new products, processes and techniques - has also bee recognised as an
interactive process undertaken between networks of actors. Where there is repeated and regular interaction,
then these networks of innovators help to stimulate new kinds of innovations. But these ‘innovation systems’ remain networks of people, and their capacity to build networks is limited by which their comfort
zones - which actors they feel close to. The regional scale - the scale of regular daily interaction - becomes
important as a scale at which innovators can regularly personally interact and exchange tacit knowledge.
This helps explain where common interests for universities and regions lies. Universities on the one hand
contribute to regional innovation environments to fulfil their societal obligations. Universities help to provide
a gateway to the wider world for their regions and to create new assets for regional innovation. Stronger
regions can be places where universities can better co-operate with a wide array of partners to strengthen
their own knowledge bases and improve their core businesses of teaching and research. At the same time,
by participating in regional innovation, universities make themselves eligible for new kinds of investment
that can at the same time strengthen their core activities.

3.1 The knowledge society, knowledge capital and
innovation
In the last fifty years, societies have become increasingly dependent on knowledge for economic growth (Romer,
1994; Solow, 1994). Unlike traditional capitals, land, labour and machinery, knowledge capital is distinct in terms
of having increasing returns to scale (Temple et al., 1998). Increasing concentration of knowledge capital in a
particular place increases the overall productivity of that capital - knowledge capital does not suffer from congestion. Knowledge capital drives economic growth through innovation, creating new products, processes and techniques (NESTA, 2006).
Although innovation has often been conceived of as a ‘pipeline’ in which basic research is applied through businesses and translated into new products, a more realistic understanding of innovation is an uncertain interactive
process (Kline & Rosenberg, 1986; Utterback & Abernathy, 1975). In seeking to solve problems arising in creating
new products, innovators draw on a wide range of knowledge sources. A key element of what lubricates the
knowledge economy is knowledge exchange between different actors, leading to novel form of economic organisation, what Gibbons et al. (1994) refer to as ‘Mode 2’ and Etzkowitz & Leyesdorff (2000) as the ‘triple helix’.
Part of what these different models of societal organisation are trying to explain is how knowledge exchange
functions. Williamson (1975) first placed the fact that knowledge exchange in a market setting suffers from a
problem known as ‘information asymmetry’ on the academic agenda. The problem is quite simple: if I want to
buy a new piece of knowledge from someone else, how can I evaluate whether the vendor does indeed have the
knowledge and whether that knowledge is fit for purpose? If I am the vendor, I do not want to disclose the
knowledge to the buyer for their evaluation, because then they have access to the knowledge and have no need
to then buy it. In market settings, this drives a tendency to under-invest in knowledge because buying it is risky,
which gives longer-term competitiveness problems.
Williamson argued that the classic solution to this problem was command hierarchies such as governments or
corporations, in which knowledge was exchanged internally. The large, integrated corporation emerged in the
post-war period as a good driver of innovation precisely because it solved the information asymmetry problem.
Corporate research laboratories created knowledge not as the first stage of an innovation pipeline, but so that
the firm owned the necessary knowledge to solve problems which might arise in its industrial development
processes. But these hierarchies had problems of inefficiency of latent knowledge: if you were developing all
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kinds of knowledge that might later be useful, by definition you overinvest in knowledge, as wasteful as underinvesting.
Williamson proposed a third solution underinvestment in markets and over-investment in hierarchies, namely
optimal investment in networks. People involved in knowledge transactions built up mutual relationships, overcoming mutual distrust without creating hierarchies. These networks were built on user-producer interaction
founded upon trust building-up. This in turn gave both parties a sense of the value of the knowledge exchange,
sometimes by involving producing new knowledge (Lundvall, 1988). These kinds of relationships were observed
in a number of emerging competitive and innovative business networks in the late 1970s and early 1980s (Piore
& Sabel, 1984).
But building trust is a long-term process and not necessarily the most effective way of creating access particular
types of problem-solving knowledge. Lundvall (1988) observed a tendency for relationships to form into more
enduring networks between innovating partners, including public research laboratories and firms alongside corporations. These networks created ways of working, habits, and routines which facilitated knowledge exchange
between actors, including between those which had no history of mutual trust. At the same time, governments
tended to regulate and finance innovation activities which fitted with their existing innovation actors and with
their routines and habits within those networks.
Over time, particular innovative sectors evolved from loose networks of firms, universities, laboratories and
governments into something more akin to formal systems. There was a kind of systemic trust built into the network, leading Lundvall to propose the concept of the national innovation system as the relationships between
all actors involved in innovation, supported by formal institutions, regulations, government policies and also by
informal codes, practices, routines and ways of working (Nelson, 1993; OECD, 1997). These ideas of national innovation systems became highly influential in science, technology and innovation policy, not least as a consequence of OECD championing. Different countries’ innovation success could be understood in the ways that actors and institutions came together to create systems more or less supportive of different kinds of innovation.
Malecki (1997) summarised the key issue facing the notion of national innovation systems (NIS). Because NISs
were complex constellations of institutions, empirical analysis of these networks was made more difficult when
so many institutions, such as universities or multi-national corporations, worked across national boundaries.
NISs offer no clear clear prescription for determining what universities should do; as evolutionary systems, universities support particular kinds of activities, but there are not clear messages beyond rather general messages
about creating technology transfer offices and reforming patent, licensing and technology venturing regulations
to encourage more academic entrepreneurship.,

3.2 Regional innovation systems
At the same time, there was a growing recognition that nations were not a good way of describing the new geographical patterns of industry (Storper, 1995) comprising local or regional production networks embedded within
broader - global - production chains or filières (Lawton Smith, 2000). Storper (1993) famously described this situation as ‘regional worlds of production’ - in successful flexible production clusters such as those found in Paris,
Silicon Valley or the ‘Third Italy’ - one encountered representatives of key global actors who came to the region
precisely because it was a centre for the world industry (Storper & Salais, 1997).
The simple explanation was that certain kinds of knowledge (Nonaka, 1994) were more easily transferred through
face to face contact than other kinds. If you could write a piece of knowledge down, then it could easily be
transmitted over large distances: facts and theories both fit into this category, (know-what and know-why),
which can be termed ‘codified knowledge’). Other kinds of knowledge important to innovation are much more
dependent on the person who possesses them, such as the knack of making a centrifuge work (know-how, or
‘tacit knowledge’), or knowing who in the council you need to ask to get planning permission and subsidies for
a new factory.
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These kinds of knowledge can only be transferred through intense and interpersonal contacts reliant on building
of relationships between both the transmitter and the receiver. Good innovation environments were successful
because they had ‘pools’ of tacit knowledge: new innovation actors came to those places because they had to
be in situ to access that tacit knowledge. In innovative regions it was easier to locate particular useful pieces of
‘tacit knowledge’ (or competent and skilled individuals) than in others. A number of authors drew on the idea of
these places having a kind of ‘knowledge pool’ that other actors could more cheaply dip into during their own
innovation processes, thereby cutting the costs of innovation, and improving the overall business competitiveness (Lawson, 1999; Maskell & Malmberg, 1999).
A growing recognition that innovation was primarily local rather than national in nature led to considerable work
attempting to understand what drove territorial innovation processes in successful places. Moulaert & Sekia
(2003) coined the phrase the ‘territorial innovation models (TIM) family’ - to cover the gamut of explanations
emerging in parallel across social sciences explaining why innovation concentrated in particular places (cf. Lagendijk 2003). TIMs are all based on notions of knowledge spill-overs (Storper, 1995). This was later acknowledged only to be part of the story, with physical proximity just one potential variable facilitating tacit knowledge
transfer, Boschma (2005) identifying also organisational, cognitive, regulatory and disciplinary as other dimensions of proximity.
National innovation systems describe the way that regular interactions between innovating actors within countries acquire systemic properties (Nelson, 1993). The idea of regional innovation systems emerged as a TIM to
describe the way that these regional networks built up soft institutions and hard regulations supported these
places’ competitive advantages for innovation (Cooke, 1992; Morgan, 1992). The idea was later criticised for being
strongly supported by a policy community centred around accessing European subsidies (Lovering, 1999). Nevertheless, the idea of regional innovation systems fitted very neatly with a burgeoning body of evidence which
began to emerge from the mid 1990s onwards.
This started to demonstrate conclusively the importance of local environments and relationships between different kinds of actors, necessary to create supportive environments for innovation (inter alia Alderman & Thwaites,
1992; Asheim, 1996; Gertler, 1995; Hassink, 1993; Keeble, 1997; Longhi, 1999; Morgan, 1997; Simmie, 1997; Scott,
1996). Although the idea has developed since first being advanced in the early 1990s, the idea of a regional innovation system describes relationships between four kinds of actors (cf. Cooke et al., 2003; Cooke, 2005; OECD,
2009):• Knowledge producers: organisations producing new forms of knowledge later applied to solve particular problems encountered in innovation activities.
• Knowledge consumers: organisations exploiting knowledge created elsewhere by creating new products, processes and techniques that generate sales and improve competitiveness.
• Intermediary organisations: organisations encouraging co-operation between knowledge producers and consumers, by acting as an honest broker or providing subsidies to overcome information asymmetries.
• Regional governance organisations: organisations setting or influencing the ‘rules of the game’ of a regional
innovation system (RIS): RISs are rarely sufficiently autonomous to set their own rules of the game, but they
can produce local variants (‘styles of innovation system’, cf. Lundvall, 1998).
The various elements hang together as in regional innovation networks which regularly interact and acquire
systemic qualities. The ‘motor’ driving regional innovation systems is the interaction between knowledge generators and exploiters: knowledge exploiters ‘demand’ knowledge from generators, and generators transfer it to
those exploiters. Intermediary organisations facilitate technology transfer, within policy and regulatory frameworks set by regional governance organisations. The final element of a RIS are the regional routines and habits
- the ‘informal institutions’ specific to regions, which facilitate systemic interaction. This creates a dynamic interactive network with sufficient regularity of interaction to have systemic properties: figure 1 below provides a
conceptual model of an archetypal regional innovation system.
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Figure 1 A conceptual model of a regional innovation system

Source: Coenen (2008)
The suggested role for universities here is quite clear, as one of a set of knowledge generators who transfer their
technologies and knowledges to regional firms. Implicit with this model is the idea that universities (and knowledge generators more generally) have a duty to respond to regional demand. However, universities do not always
have research and teaching well-matched to regional demands. Universities as autonomous organisations are
often unwilling to specialise too highly around local businesses’ needs (Fontes & Coombes, 2001). Many universities therefore responded in practice by creating a technology transfer infrastructure to avoid an uncomfortable
situation of firms too closely determining core university priorities and activities (Jones-Evans et al., 1999).

3.3 How ‘regional’ are regional innovation systems?
It is clear that the concept of regional innovation systems has been popular is because of much such support
from policy-makers (cf. Landabaso, 1999). Part of that success was because the concept was readily operationalised into a policy prescription which all places could adopt to develop a regional innovation strategy (Boeholt
et al., 1998). An archetypal prescription for building a regional innovation system involves mapping regional
knowledge producers capacities, regional knowledge exploiters needs, identifying the gaps between the two,
then filling those gaps by a mix of education and new institutions, funded by regional policy funds, shown in
figure 2 on the next page.
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Figure 2 A standardised process for building an effective regional innovation system

Source: Boekholt et al., 1998
But this policy emphasis has also shaped how academics regarded regional innovation systems, not least because regional policy-makers have funded research into regional innovation systems. But whilst it might be acceptable for regional policy makers to exclusively concern themselves with what was taking place within their
regions, there was a growing dissatisfaction amongst academics who felt that a regional innovation system imposed a ‘scalar envelope’ (qv) upon innovation studies (Cooke, 2005). The idea of a ‘scalar envelope’ is focusing
exclusively on things happening within a territory ignores are external factors determining or shaping regional
activities. A multi-national firm is much more influenced by its own corporate policy in deciding whether to cooperate with regional partners than on whether there is a technology relay office helping them to find regional
partners. By failing to look beyond the region, regional innovation studies missed an important element of the
picture of what ‘mattered’.
This critique is not novel: most famously, Doreen Massey had asked as early as 1978 the extent to which the UK
regional problem (the decline of low-technology branch-plants in peripheral regions) was a genuinely regional
problem, or to what extent it was a consequence of national government policy and multi-national corporation
decision-making. In the context of debates around the rise of flexible production systems, it was in particular
Ann Markusen who sought to highlight the importance of external determinants on what particular industrial
districts achieved. Markusen classified regional innovation systems according to the degree of local power which
their actors had within wider global networks (1994; 1996; Gray et al., 1996).
The RIS approach evolved by acknowledging that at least three key types of RIS actor were embedded within
much wider networks beyond regional boundaries. Those much wider networks influenced what they could
achieve locally, and therefore shaped the regional environment for innovation, how things like territorial knowledge pools and knowledge spill-overs functioned. The three types of actors were firms, embedded in corporate
and sectoral innovation systems, universities, embedded in global networks of prestige and reputation, and
governance actors, in multi-level governance systems.
As far as firms were concerned, Storper (1995) argued that corporate innovation took place within corporate
innovation systems connecting different places. He argued that multi-national corporations are “inter-regional
and international networks for technology development are systems which exchange the specialised knowledge
that is valued in each of the nations and regions in which they are active (between different parts of the firm)”
(Storper, 1995, p. 897).
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Niosi & Zhegu (2005) said that in the aerospace industry it was the global production network, and the sectoral
innovation system, rather than the firm, that was important: “supply chain management is the vehicle of knowledge spill-overs in the industry. This chain is basically international” (p. 12).
Christopherson & Clark (2007) noted that firms’ attitudes to co-operation shaped regional innovation systems. In
the Boston ICT industry, for example, a number of large firms operated anti-competition clauses for departing
employees which restricted the operation of the local knowledge pool.
The second group of actors who are located within wider (global) networks are knowledge producers, particularly universities and research laboratories. As well as selling their knowledge globally to knowledge exploiters,
universities are also active in other global networks to achieve their wider goals. Universities seek to recruit
students, research partners and investment from beyond their regional boundaries, and they do this by building
reputation, prestige and quality in their activities (Salmi, 2009).
“Global research partnerships and knowledge exchanges are common-place; these complement (rather than
substitute for) strongly localised learning dynamics” (Gertler & Wolfe, 2006, p. 227).
Research quality is judged within international networks, through publication records within international, often
English-language journals and prestigious scientific awards (Becher & Trowler, 2001). Esteem indicators for professors and researchers are also often international, often based on disciplinary boundaries (in some countries
there can be national cultures which prize primarily national recognition, such as national academies or learned
societies). This underscores that universities’ reputation and prestige - which help attract external resources are driven by factors originating outside the region (Boucher et al., 2003).
The third set of regional innovation actors embedded within wider networks are regional governance actors,
including regional government, regional and local administration, and regional development and innovation
agencies. This tier of decision-making is becoming increasingly important to shaping national and international
science, technology and innovation policy (OECD, 2008) Although innovation policy may be managed regionally,
innovation capacities are also shaped by national policies such as trade and investment policy, education/ labour
market, science, regulation and taxation policies tend to be reserved to the national level as being of wider strategic significance (Goddard & Chatterton, 2003). Internationally, regions are restricted by international and multilateral agreements: in Europe, regional governments are strongly restricted by European Competition Policy
(‘State Aids’) into the kinds of direct support they can provide for businesses. Innovation and spin-off activity is
also influenced by international intellectual property frameworks which individual regional governments have a
very limited capacity to influence.

3.4 Regional Innovation Systems as local meeting points
for global actors
This preceding critique does not mean that the idea of a regional innovation system has no value for understanding
territorial competition in the new knowledge economy. But it is critical to rethink ideas about regional innovation systems making explicit the global connections which particular actors have, and how regional innovation systems are
influenced by external drivers. Regional innovation systems are not hermetically-sealed spaces, but rather more or less
loosely bounded nodes where actors operating globally come together to interact to support innovation.
In interacting, these globally-active actors can create activities that benefit their host regions; these may be
particular knowledge pools upon which other local actors can draw (cf. Storper, 1995; Lawson, 1999; Maskell &
Malmberg, 1999) but also attracting new resources into the region that would not otherwise be there. These may
be financial investment resources, highly skilled people, or research and teaching infrastructure. Figure 3 shows
how regional innovation systems operate within these wider external networks:
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Figure 3 A regional innovation system as local network between global innovators

Source: after Cooke & Piccaluga (2004) in Benneworth & Hospers (2007)
Asheim and Isaksen (2002) argue that this regional capacity of better use more globalised knowledges which
increasingly determines competitiveness: the “stickiness of some forms of knowledge is seen as one of the few
remaining genuinely localised phenomena in the current global economy” (p. 3).
As Gertler & Wolfe, 2006 observe, “Non-local (inter-regional and international relationships are crucial sources
of vitality, complementing the local buzz that has come to be regarded as the hallmark characteristic of the
cluster”.
Christopherson & Clark argue that regional actors ensure that local actors can access as resources brought into
the region, by anchoring those resources in other regional activities, creating genuine spill-over and ripple-out
effects from global players’ otherwise quite closed and isolated regional activities. In terms of creating regional
benefits, Oïnas & Malecki (2002) identify the importance of what they call ‘local: distant connectors’: organisations that ensure that global activities located regionally do create spill-over benefits supporting regional economic development . They define these “local and remote connectors” thus:
“The actors ... are centrally individuals (entrepreneurs, managers, employees, individuals in governmental or
semi-governmental bodies, researchers, etc.) with their interpersonal networks (face-to-face, virtual, or a combination of these) and firms (multi-locational/multinational) and their networks of various sorts: (advanced)
customers, universities, research institutions, support organizations (such as chambers of commerce, knowledge centers, government bodies, and consultants) ... Innovation involving both local and distant relations often
center on networks of these actors” (2002, p. 119).
This offers a good model for universities’ roles in regional innovation systems, as global-local connectors, what
Bathelt et al. have coined as “global pipelines creating local buzz” (2004). For reasons explored in the following
chapter, universities are often very strongly rooted in particular places and far less likely to relocate than other
kinds of actors such as firms or even government research laboratories. Universities act as points of stability in
regions with which other, more transient, innovators establish relationships and creating regional benefits.
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As Boucher et al. (2003) point out, the precise roles which universities play in RISs also depend on the other actors present: where there are fewer big innovation actors, then universities often become more central, and
where there are diverse, metropolitan innovation systems, there may be less demand for this. But Benneworth
et al. (2009) demonstrate that even in diverse innovation systems, universities may be instrumental in helping
form partnerships and co-operations - filling in the ‘missing links’ which hold the innovation systems together.
But the RIS model also makes the point that regional innovation is not an act of charity on behalf of the university. Rather, the region is a place where universities access resources which strengthen their position within
global networks. Just as firms develop new products in particular places to compete globally, regional innovation
activities can contribute and provide resources, infrastructure and talent to help universities compete globally,
and building prestige and reputation. University-regional engagement creates benefits which helps engaging
universities compete more effectively globally. The question is how can that be achieved, a question to which
the next chapter turns.
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4. Universities as global pipelines driving
local economies
Regional innovation provides a means for universities to engage with their local environments on activities
which benefit both regional partners whilst strengthening universities’ own core activities. This is complicated because universities, as well as other partners within RISs, are involved in their own extra-regional
networks. A second global players is that universities provide innovation services and improve innovation
systems. Understanding universities impacts on RISs requires understanding each of these.
In this chapter, we begin with a basic model of university-regional innovation, with universities and regional
partners co-operating dynamically to build mutual synergies, also involving their partners beyond the region.
We then consider the kinds of stakeholders which universities face in supporting regional innovation.
Finally, we then offer a model or heuristic for universities’ regional innovation based on creating regional
projects which improve the RIS, satisfy sets of stakeholders and meet core university goals.

4.1 A first-stage model of university regional innovation
In seeking to understand where common interests lie between universities and their regions, it is useful to consider how they could potentially interact. Universities are substantial institutions with budgets of hundreds of
millions of Euros, employing thousands of staff directly, and through their staff and student expenditure, responsible for substantial economic impacts in their localities. Regions can likewise be understood as a set of assets,
bundled into firms, public organisations and voluntary activities, but which can be creatively recombined to create new (innovative) economic activities. The question is how these assets can be collectively and creatively
combined to best meet universities’ as well as other regional actors’, needs.

The university-regional value-added management process
A starting point comes through the fact that both universities and regions are increasingly ‘managed’ activities.
Part of the paradigm of regional innovation systems has seen the increasing growth (in the EU, mandated by the
European Commission) of regional economic development strategies. These regional strategies, overseen by
economic development agencies, create frameworks guiding investment activities by firms, public bodies and
community groups, identifying future opportunities worthy of public subsidy and provide private businesses with
confidence to make risky investments.
At the same time, universities are increasingly strategically managed to deliver a set of outputs efficiently and
publicly accountable, ensure they invest sufficiently to retain their attractiveness to future new talent in terms
of career opportunities, research infrastructure, research environments and teaching loads. For universities, the
question is also how to manage the various activities - teaching, research, infrastructure development, and community outreach - to create synergies and critical mass between activities, allowing sort-term efficient behaviour
run that does not come at the expense of longer-term institutional survival.
Goddard & Chatterton (2003) provide a very useful model of this process, which identifies clearly universities’
and regions’ common interests around regional innovation. Both universities and regional actors seek synergies
between their various activities: universities regularly use for example their students (teaching) to undertake
research (through dissertations) and community service (student placements). It is increasingly common for
regional actors to encourage activities which support one particular form of regional development to also support
another. A common link is between culture and skills, with it being increasingly common for public funding for
the arts being contingent upon those arts institutions working with schools and communities to contribute to the
raising of local and regional skill levels.
What Goddard & Chatterton (2003) contended was that there was no reason that universities assets could not
support regional development activities, and vice versa, if their respective value-added management processes
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were more systematically managed in parallel. Indeed, they pointed to a reality where that already takes place,
albeit often on an ad hoc basis. Their argument is that if both sides of this partnership plan and manage their
assets more collectively, this allows both the realisation of more synergies and collective benefits. This model is
shown below in Figure 4.
What is necessary is for universities and regions to build up a capacity to better collectively plan activities. Goddard & Chatterton call this the university/ region dynamic interface, a formal body which exists to co-ordinate
between regional strategy builders and university strategic managers. Implicit within their model are concrete
areas of co-operation and co-development. What is important is strategies or platforms for joint working, but that
joint working is delivered. Strategies are much easier to achieve in circumstances where there are tangible joint
projects being worked on than beginning by attempting to agree a joint strategy then creating concrete projects
global players (OECD, 2007).
Figure 4 The university/ regional value-added management process

Source: Goddard & Chatterton, 2003.
This model has been critiqued from a number of perspectives, and subsequently development into the model
used by the OECD report Higher Education and Regions (2007). It is worth rehearsing very briefly these critiques
as to of understanding its limitations as well as the understanding why it has been developed.
The first point is that it is not really a model - it is more of a heuristic - because it does not indicate relationships between different model elements nor under which circumstances which kinds of activity are more desirable than others.
The heuristic seems to fall foul of a critique which assumes rational partners will automatically strive for win-win situ-
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ations from better strategic co-ordination. In reality, regional contexts are messy, characterised by strong personalities,
rivalries and conflicts, and objective rationality cannot be assumed (Sotarauta, 2005; Benneworth et al., 2010).
The second critique is that the model appears to be advocating a generative approach for university regional
engagement emphasising the more efficient use of regional resources rather than considering more strategically
alternative development pathways which might change demand and regional economic structure. Again, the
empirical evidence suggests that where universities and regions work together strategically there is a tendency
to try to change developmental trajectories, and there is certainly not a reversion to simplistic supply-demand
co-ordination activities (OECD, 2007).
The final critique, one which requires more substantive treatment is that this model definitely falls into a ‘scalar
envelope’, obscuring that regional partners are driven by external stimuli, barriers and dependencies. These can
be dominant in determining what regional partners can achieve. As an example, national government policy or
higher education legislation may constrain the boundary conditions for ‘dynamic university-regional interfaces’.
On the other hand, the model obscures the potential for universities to contribute to wider regional improvement
by bring in external resources and placing them at the service of collective regional activities.
Nevertheless, the model is in understanding what benefits universities may achieve via regional innovation. By
participating in collective regional activities, and managing that participation to optimise the university benefits
allow regional innovation to strengthen HEIs’ own teaching, research and community service activities. The
model makes explicit clear that regional innovation’s benefits must be reciprocal to be successful and that
reciprocity must likewise be a goal for the ‘dynamic university-regional interfaces’.

4.2 ‘Global pipelines, local buzz’: universities driving
spill-overs
So how can universities bring benefits to their regions through innovation, and how does this relate to universities own core activities which can in turn benefit from regional involvement? Gertler & Wolfe (2006) argue that
“non-local (inter-regional and international relationships are crucial sources of vitality, complementing the local
buzz that has come to be regarded as the hallmark characteristic of the cluster”.
Bathelt et al. (2004) coined the phrase ‘global pipelines, local buzz’ to describe this situation, which refers to the
fact, that from a regional perspective, universities can be considered as one important global-local connector.
Universities’ global pipelines, the way they bring people, resources and ideas from outside the region create a
set of potential opportunities for a region. These resources can in turn cross-fertilise with local activities to create
a sense of ‘local buzz’, that is to say that a region becomes the ‘place to be’ for solving particular technological
or scientific problems (Gertler, 1995).
From work in Twente, the Netherlands and Scania, Sweden, Benneworth & Hospers (2007) and Benneworth et al.
(2009) identify three mechanisms by which universities can improve their regional innovation system by acting
as a global-local connector:
• Universities can build more connections to other region actors (‘deepening’ local buzz) and help to intensify
knowledge exchange relationships which help to improve regional productivity and prestige.
• Universities can intensify the connections with external actors (‘widening’ global pipelines), bringing more actors into contact with the particular region, and placing their resources at the disposal of the region.
• Universities can improve the quality of regional decision-making (‘unifying’ global-local systems), creating
regional coalitions who bundle their assets to create critical mass and international profile, making the region
more attractive for external investors.
This situation is depicted in figure 5 below:University engagement and regional innovation • 27

Figure 5 University engagement’s developmental impacts on RISs

Source: Benneworth et al., 2010.
The model is an iteration of the Goddard & Chatterton model, complementing their university-regional dynamic
interface with dynamic interfaces between universities and their external partners. The challenge for the ‘university-regional dynamic interface’ is in ensuring that as many of the assets to which universities have contacts with
through their various networks are attracted to the region and embedded in local activities. This is not trivial,
and depends upon developing strategic coupling between local regions and global research actors with which
universities have contacts and connections.

4.3 Universities’ worlds of stakeholders
The challenge for universities and regional innovation is in developing shared common interests with local actors
(Goddard & Chatterton, 2003) and global innovators (Yeung, 2009), holding together coalitions which develop
‘projects’ which help to support universities’ core missions. However, this global-local characterisation misses a
fourth important stakeholder group which is arguably most important of all for universities, and that is national
government. When considering which stakeholders it is to which universities pay the most attention, there is a
strong connection between funding and universities’ attentiveness.
In unitary countries, where responsibility for research and higher education lies with national ministries (such
as France, the United Kingdom or Sweden), the national governments are a key university stakeholder. In more
federalised systems, research and higher education policies may be the responsibilities of different levels of
government (e.g. Belgium), state and national governments jointly (e.g. Germany) or a complex multiple geometry defying simple characterisation (e.g. the US, Spain). Nevertheless, universities facing national demands is a
general feature of the contemporary university condition.
But it is not just science and education ministries which regard universities as important partners for national
policy (OECD, 2007). Universities have become involved directly in the delivery of a number of national policy
areas: in the US, for example, the National Institutes of Health invests about $32bn annually in health research,
cross-subsidising basic universal health care in university hospitals, as well as investing in world class research
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(Etzkowitz, 2007). An increasing interest by policy-makers in innovation as the centre-piece of productivity
growth and economic development is widely promoted by multi-lateral agencies including the OECD, the European Commission, the Inter-Americas Development Bank, and the World Bank. Universities are seen as an important source of innovation, and are funded to apply their knowledge to create economic benefits.
Health and economic development ministries can be seen as relatively direct stakeholders for universities’ regional economic development activities: health departments have an interest in medical workforces which universities educate, and departments of economic affairs may fund universities’ technology transfer activities.
Research and industrial policy are interconnected because governments can fund research to support strategic
sectors without fouling fall of competition, state aid and trade rules: Spender notes how the US Advanced Technologies Programme was in effect a covert business support programme (1999). Sharp (1990) notes that the
European Framework programmes, now a substantial funder of European higher education, had their roots in
attempts to find an alternative industrial policy to subsidising declining industry.
Other countries place specific demands on their universities in other sectoral areas: Gilsing (2001) & Manshanden
et al. (2002) highlight the role of the Ministry of Transport as a key HEI stakeholder as part of a long-standing
Dutch pre-occupation with managing its roads and rivers. The rise of urban science policy has involved universities in urban, planning and housing policy objectives (Harloe & Perry, 2008; Benneworth et al., 2010). In England
in the 1990s, universities became enrolled in physical regeneration policy, firstly as recipients of new campuses
and estates through the work of the Urban Development Corporations (responsible to the Department of the
Environment), and then latterly, following changes to their financial regulations, through national and European
regeneration funding.
Table 1 below highlights the range of stakeholder pressures to which universities are subject, distinguishing
between international, national and local-regional pressures.
Table 1 Outline of different stakeholders in regional innovation and science activity
Global

National

Local

Global firms interested in
National policy-makers:
co-development of new knowledge
with universities
Science: maximising efficiency of
investments
Talented staff and students
seeking to take the next step on
Education: creating the skilled
their careers
workforce of the future with fair
costs
Investors seeking new high-technology investment opportunities
Health: ensuring effective network
of infrastructure with skilled staff
Real estate companies creating
and cutting edge knowledge
profitable new science cities and
knowledge parks
Economic development: minimising
territorial disparities and creating
opportunities for all
Industrial: ensuring survival of
competitive strategic national
sectors

Regional actors seeking to access
national resources for own
activities
Regional development institutions
promoting
Skills: supply side support for
regional businesses
Innovation: supporting future
high-growth businesses
Culture: maintaining distinctive
regional high and low cultures
Regional Science: as part of having
strong cities and territorial
competitiveness

Source (OECD, 2007)
These pressures and demands create an environment within which universities are forced to operate. External
stakeholders’ interests are underpinned a desire to achieve some particular outcome in a region. The less de-
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pendent stakeholders are upon a region, the less interest they have in working with the university to achieve
that outcome. For national and international partners, there must be a strong common case that ‘strategically
couples’ these actors’ interest of these actors to the region through particular projects that these external actors
need to achieve their institutional goals.
Extending the models in figures 4 and 5, university and regional partners could work together to create activities
that also raise the interest of external partners. Involving external partners and their investments can help contribute to regional spill-over benefits. External actors are not interested in the region developing but want to
achieve their own goals: corporations are interested in profitability, market share, product lifecycles and technology roadmaps. Nevertheless, there are situations where local, national and external assets can be joined up
together to deliver activities which simultaneously meet the interests and needs of multiple groups of stakeholders. This makes the university part of a regional network integrating resources from funders with a range of
different interests to achieve common activities which produce a range of outcomes serving those diverse interests. Figure 6 represents this graphically.
Figure 6 The region as a place where different stakeholders try to realise their goals

Source: author’s own design
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4.4 Configuring regional innovation to create
global-local buzz
Which model applies to which situation depends on the kinds of impacts and benefits being considered. More
generative ones can be understood in terms of the Goddard & Chatterton model, such as how a particular activity such as graduate placements contributes directly to teaching and research, managed through a dynamic interface between university strategic managers and regional development agencies. This is relatively straightforward: involvement in regional engagement provides an immediate benefit to an institution which can be weighed
against the costs and the efforts involved in that activity.
However, universities may find themselves in a position where they are urged to place more of an institutional
effort into regional engagement to make more of their resources and their global connections available to regional partners. This may for example involve a comprehensive campus redevelopment funded by a mix of national and regional governments, by new corporate investors, research-intensive multi-nationals and the university itself. In order to attract private investors, such developments may involve making campus space available
for new high-technology businesses. Universities may seek to access new appropriate accommodation, in bringing universities and businesses closer together, and helping increase the universities’ regional business and
economic impacts.
There is no simple way to decide whether a university should participate in such a proposal. But there is value
for university managers in understanding that such projects must be understood as a mix of interests, desires
and outcomes. Given the participating actors, and their goals and interests, is it possible to use these activities
to genuinely strengthen the core businesses of the university. That analysis allows university managers to consider strategically what opportunities there are to capitalise on these new projects to stimulate their own institutional development. The arrival of a new R&D business in a location often helps persuades other investors and
governments to fund complementary university R&D to create centres of excellence.
The regional innovation stakeholder approach provides a means for universities to consider whether they wish
to involve themselves in emerging opportunities, or when faced with a force majeure how they can best deal
with the issues. To illustrate this, we use an example of an archetypal regional science project where a new research site is created for businesses and universities to support business competitiveness and innovation. This
kind of campus activity can be found quite widely, and a stylised an example helps to illustrate how universities
should understand competing stakeholder demands in strategically managing their flagship regional innovation
activities.
An increasingly popular innovation activity is to create shared innovation activities where firms and universities
co-locate in and around the university campus to create interactive spaces which promote innovation. This allows
interaction between university researchers, spin-offs and established research groups. Infrastructure sharing
allows younger companies to thrive and creates an innovative and creative environment that attracts new businesses. The existence of so many companies in turn helps to increase the attractiveness of the university to
external talent, to talented staff because of the facilities and opportunities for cutting edge research with users,
and for students because of the improved employment opportunities that this ‘clusters’ offer. The university can
become through its high-technology campus an anchor point or node from global, national and regional resources, creating synergies which reinforce a set of activities which serve those different actors needs. This situation is represented in figure 7 below.
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Figure 7 High-technology campus as a confluence of interests and investments

Thinking about the project in this way highlights the fact that there is a key tension between regional policy
makers and international investors. Large urban-science activities tend to be relatively weakly strategically coupled to the region. The IDEON science park at Lund University has succeeded because of the prior presence of
the AstraZeneca research laboratory, and because Ericsson created a highly experimental ‘mobile telephony’
research group of 20 employees in its Lund site in the mid 1980s. The science park at Leuven, Haasrode, was
created in the wake of a Belgian Governmental delegation to America to try to copy the lessons of Research Triangle Park in North Carolina to revitalise the flagging Belgian economy, which made it the natural location for a
set of strategic investments.
There is very little that regional partners could offer to the large companies to encourage those research groups
to stay or to attract them from elsewhere. What strategically couples the private R&D investors to the region is
the presence of the university both as a research partner but also as a provider of highly skilled graduates for
the workforce. This results in a complicated network of interdependencies between participants in activities who
each have their own goals and desires for the projects.
One thing which universities do is offer a regional anchor, ensuring that benefits will survive in the region even
when private research and innovation investors may leave. It is not just universities’ links with businesses which
are important, but also the integrity of their research activities. If their research becomes too applied and loses
its theoretical footholds, or becomes too specialised in terms of meeting the needs of current businesses, then
this would erode the overall competitiveness of the institution.
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The strategic issue for the university is in obtaining the resources to avoid either becoming over-specialised or
applied on areas of interests to current businesses. Engaging with regional innovation only makes sense if there
are clearly identified resources made available specifically to avoid this risk supporting research programmes
with a wider applicability than exclusively those of the businesses present. Under such circumstances, regional
innovation allows universities to engage with international firms very closely without worrying that this engagement will undermine their research excellence.

4.5 Beyond science parks: regional innovation
strategically aligning university and regional assets
Although the previous section has for the sake of clarity used an illustration of a science park involved with
engineering and technology disciplines, the point must be reiterated that university engagement with regional
innovation is not just about flagship science parks integrating university’s technology transfer and research activities. The model can also be applied to better understanding regional engagement and innovation as something which can provide - under certain circumstances - additional resources for supporting activities across the
range of subjects, disciplines and themes.
These do not have to be limited to technology transfer from the hard and life sciences. There are many other
ways in which universities can get involved in flagship development projects in their region that both help to
stimulate regional development whilst also providing a more stimulating and supportive environment for the
university’s own activities. There are a range of examples from the field of arts and culture where universities
have engaged with city development strategies to create new cultural campuses with synergies between arts
activities and infrastructure, and the universities’ own activities in these areas. Some of these relate to the commercial exploitation of arts and humanities, for example in the digital and creative media industries, or software
for translation, language recognition and smart systems. Liverpool Hope University has for example developed a
new performing and creative campus in the poorest part of England’s poorest city, Everton, which has drawn
together European, national and regional regeneration funding, and now includes incubation space for businesses and voluntary groups in what was a relative arts desert a decade ago (Benneworth, 2010).
But engagement can also bring in resources supporting more abstract and less instrumental valuations of arts
and humanities. One of the most successful examples of the Scottish Knowledge Transfer grant, for example,
came in providing Scotland’s universities with relatively small sums (€ 25,000 to € 90,000 per annum) to development cultural engagement strategies which explained how their cultural treasures would support the Scottish
arts sector. This viewed the arts sector partly in terms of its economic contribution (as a tourist asset, for example) but also as an expression of Scottish culture and identity in the post-devolution age. And at a time when
having clearly identified partners and pathways is important in producing research impact, such linkages can to
strengthen the university’s overall performance.
Besides engagement in different kinds of disciplines, universities also have the opportunity to create new methodologies through regional innovation. There has been a growing dissatisfaction with the restricted nature of the idea
of technology transfer; in part the idea of ‘technology’ is too restrictive given the disciplinary spectrum with which
universities have regional impacts, the term knowledge transfer being preferred. With an increasing recognition of
the importance of user involvement in contributing to research quality, knowledge transfer as a concept is seen as
also being limited, ignoring knowledge exchange and co-creation, where universities and other parties work collectively on research projects creating a common knowledge pool which each party exploits for their own ends.
Creating engagement sites facilitating knowledge exchange and co-creation can therefore create useful assets which
improve the quality of teaching and research by universities which would not be possible without that engagement.
But at the same time, engagement beyond the base load of existing activity comes at a cost to universities, and
universities need to be sure that regional engagement and innovation are helping to serve their direct needs.
That means effectively understanding regional engagement, what strategic management can bring to regional
engagement, and what practical steps exist for those universities wishing to reflect on their own regional engagement activities. It is to these three areas that the final concluding chapter now turns.
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5.	Principles for effective regional
innovation
This report has been concerned how regional innovation fits with the wider agenda to reform higher education and place it more squarely and directly at the service of its societies. Regional innovation is one way in
which universities can demonstrate their fulfilment of the societal compact, and yet the preceding discussion
makes clear that some kinds of engagement are better than others. In this final chapter, we draw together
some important threads together to create a conceptual and practical framework for understanding how
regional engagement and innovation can contribute to modernising Europe’s universities.
Three issues appear to be salient in creating such a framework for understanding university-regional engagement.
• Understanding the relationship between regional innovation and universities’ core missions, particularly
when there are such strong pressures for universities to focus on a particular mission, and even for profiling to see regional engagement as a task for a sub-set of HEIs rather than potentially appropriate for all.
• Appreciating the duality of the strategic management task, on the one hand optimising the ‘base load’ of
regional innovation activity supported by universities but on the other thinking strategically about the opportunities which the regions offer for ongoing institutional development.
• Capitalising on existing activities and partners, because in practical terms engagement is not about developing a new mentality but rather on improving what is already done with regional partners, and drawing
on partners support to develop institutionally.
Once these lessons have been digested and implemented, European HEIs will then be able to reinvent themselves as institutions central to securing the long-term economic prosperity, social cohesion and environmental
sustainability for Europe as a whole.

5.1 Regional engagement as third mission?
The first conclusion is that the framing of regional engagement and innovation as part of the third mission is
potentially unhelpful. In situations where universities are under a range of stakeholder pressures, then those
missions with most vociferous stakeholders become the most central activities. The notion of a ‘third mission’
suggests something peripheral to universities’ core activities, hinting at an industrial liaison office or an engagement and placements centre. What the review and analysis highlight is that effective regional innovation involves
exploiting emerging opportunities for societal engagement and networking within the knowledge economy, to
improve the salience, relevance and quality of core tasks undertaken by universities.
This juxtaposition of relevance and quality may seem somewhat confusing, but the review makes clear that there
are no practical or conceptual reasons why excellent research cannot also be societally useful. There are some
disciplines which are more suited to engagement than others, between, for example, an astrophysics and an
engineering department (Callon, 2002). But even astrophysicists are themselves funded by society, and must
demonstrate their value to society. Science and the university enterprise are fundamentally about understanding
the world and educating new generations with tools to understand the world. This makes contact with the real
world is vital to these endeavours. It would be a very small, limited university indeed comprised entirely of
departments with no potential for regional innovation.
Regional engagement is potentially a task for all kinds of universities - if not all universities. Dundas-Hewitt
makes the point that in the UK it is the large, research-oriented universities that have the biggest impacts on
their regional environments, precisely because of the size and breadth of their research and teaching activities.
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Many of the regionally-engaged universities cited in this report, Twente, Lund, Leuven and Eindhoven are universities which as well as being engaged also score very highly in common international rankings of universities.
Although some have argued that less research-intensive universities could compensate by being ‘business
facing’ or regionally engaged, we contend that this is a false equivalence. Whilst some universities might choose
to be less regionally engaged, the appropriateness of this is more related to institution own context, history and
culture than whether they are more or less teaching- or research-intensive.
A final debate emerges given pressures facing contemporary governments arising from the financial crisis and
the very difficult budgetary choices in its wake. On the one hand is a risk that some universities are freed from
a responsibility to engage whilst others are compelled to give more weight to commercialisation. On the other,
forcing universities to be more commercial in turn risks downplaying the longer-term benefits which universities
bring their regions by developing longer-term and riskier projects whose regional innovation benefits are only
evident in the longer run. Either of these tendencies could undermine the idea that regional engagement could
help universities fulfil their societal compact, in turn vital to the survival of the institution of university.

5.2 Strategically managing regional innovation activities
The second area relates to the strategic management of regional innovation activities by universities. The preceding discussion makes it clear that there are two separate management challenges for regional innovation which
correspond to the regional generative and developmental impacts which universities can make. It is clear that
universities make substantive contributions to their host localities, determined in part by their profile, and also
by the demands of regional partners, regardless of the extent to which this is strategically managed. There is
also the opportunity for universities to try to build stronger relationships with their regional partners, involving
external partners to build up strategic assets that improve their own capacities. These involve very different
strategic management challenges, in terms of the goals, the approaches and their riskiness for the HEIs.
One strategic management challenge relates to activities already underway within universities. There is a high
level of certainty here in because there are already institution examples from which lessons - either positive or
negative - can be learned. The question is how to optimise these activities, to maximise the benefits they bring
to the university consummate with the efforts and risks involved. This may involve extending an experimental
approach or curriculum from a department, research centre or faculty to the university as a whole. Questions
therefore must be asked about whether increasing the scale of activities brings the desired benefits, which may
include economies of scale from centrally organising activities previously managed at the faculty level. The
approach will typically be identifying where the activity already works well in the institution, possibly in discussion with regional partners and applying the model institution-wide, with appropriate sensitivity for disciplinary
variations.
This is an entirely different management challenge from attempting to undertake a flagship, developmental
regional engagement or innovation activity. Because this involves changing the way that things are done and the
nature of relationships between regional actors, there is a great deal more risk and uncertainty here. Because it
is experimental and risky, universities must plan to prevent failed experiments creating structural problems for
the university; investing in land for example for a new campus development should not jeopardise institutional
financial survival if there are problems in successfully completing an urban science project. There is a different
role here for regional partners: rather than being as clients or users for universities’ services, universities need
regional partners to share risks, allowing experiments the possibility of failure without devastating consequences for the university.
This means that a regionally engaged university could potentially have two very different kinds of relationships
with regional actors, one more regulatory/ provider-client, and the other more collective and risk-sharing. If
universities have a single point of contact with regional partners, then a distinction must be made between
relationships which are based on more certain, contractual exchanges and those which are more collective and
experimental.
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One issue that we have not dealt with in this report for the sake of simplicity is inter-university relationships in
(the majority of) regions that have more than one HEI. These can often be complex relationships with inter-institutional rivalries existing alongside an accepted need for universities to work collectively with regional partners.
There is clearly a risk that such bodies, which may have such names as regional science councils, higher education regional associations, or innovation platforms lack the necessary flexibility to deal with competing and
complementary relationships. These are complex dynamics which require careful management if both universities and regions are to obtain the greatest benefit from their activities.
Another issue is who are the region actors? In the report, we have assumed that there is a university-regional
dynamic interface, and the university has the opportunity to work with a body which articulates the collective
view of regional innovators as to how universities can best fit with regional innovation policy. There are two
weaknesses which such a simplification makes, and it is necessary to be aware of at least two tensions which
emerge from the fact that regional actors are not a coherent and consistent body.
The first is that different actors within a region many have different opinions - small business bodies may be
critical of universities’ failures to engage with them, whilst large firms may wish to see more research support
going to firms rather than universities. The ‘holy grail’ of university-regional engagement is evidence-based consensus on priorities for actions. However, this may be very difficult to achieve, particularly in those regions with
low levels of innovation and relatively little past experience in developing collective innovation and innovation
support activities.
The second weakness is that talk of business demand, desires, needs or capacities often carries an assumption
that business is a static entity. But firms are born and die, their interests evolve, and firms may move into or out
of a region. The indications which universities may receive from a consultative regional forum may not correspond to the shifting environment within which the universities find themselves. There are strong risks to universities in tailoring their regional innovation support activities to a seemingly strong or high-potential sector if
the firms in that region either move away or close down.
Likewise, where regional consultative bodies are supported by governments, the fact is that governments do
change, and where those changes are party-political, incoming governments often choose to signal their arrival
by imposing their own brand of regional innovation policy. Universities who allow themselves to become too
dependent or reliant on the views or opinions of consultative forums lay themselves open to the risk that these
bodies may be abolished, leaving them seemingly opposed to or out of favour with the new authorities.

5.3 Becoming a regionally engaged innovative university
The final consideration relates to universities managing their regional engagement activities to maximise the
benefits and opportunities, and minimise costs and risk. There are a series of challenges and problems for institutions seeking to begin to strategically manage their regional engagement activities. A typical approach to improving university regional engagement involves writing a strategy, publishing policies and guidelines (covering
things like intellectual property, building hire, staff and student volunteering, and participation in public life),
allocating resources to encourage, stimulate and reward engagement, establishing performance indicators and
targets, then monitoring progress towards the strategic goals.
The risk in such an approach is in creating an artificially big division between regional engagement and the
activities in which the university is already engaged. Universities almost always have some kind of regional
impact or footprint. The in seeking to create a strategic institutional framework, borrowing good practice from
successful institutions, is overlooking existing examples of internal good practice, and critically, those people
internally who understand how that particular university can engage regionally. That is not to say that strategic
management of regional engagement should begin from what the university already does: that is a recipe for
failing to really achieve any kind of improvement. But a first consideration must be to understand the environment in which the university is operating regionally, and the people that understand that environment are likely
to be those staff with regional connections.
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Another often overlooked resource in seeking to promote and support regional engagement within institutions
are external partners, funders and stakeholders within the region. These partners can be involved in a number
of different ways as universities seek to improve their regional engagement. The OECD project Universities and
Regions used a peer review approach to validate universities regional engagement. Institutions drafted a selfevaluation which was then interrogated with reference to regional partners. One risk is however of a conflict of
interest if regional partners and universities begin working together on collective flagship projects, and it is
necessary to ensure that roles in these consultative processes are kept clear throughout.
At the heart of effectively managing universities regional innovation is having a clear vision of the potential
benefits those activities will bring, the mechanisms by which those benefits will be realised, and a timescale
against which performance and expectations can be evaluated. This is relatively straightforward in the case of
direct benefits, such as bringing new funding or improving student recruitment. However, what is much harder
to understand are the indirect benefits, and in particular, the way in which regional engagement and innovation
allows universities to convincingly demonstrate their fulfilment of their societal obligations.
Those indirect benefits relate to the way that societal stakeholders themselves value universities activities and
contributions. Effective regional innovation activity by universities is valued for what it contributes to solving the
problems that regions face. Universities must publicise their success stories, and work with regional partners to
ensure that their success stories are told and retold beyond the region. The final message is in ensuring that the
university receives its rightful recognition and reward for contributing to more effective regional innovation as
part of its wider societal benefits.
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